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TUNNELING MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON-PLASMON INTERACTIONS 

IN DEGENERATE SEMICONDUCTORS

C. B. Duke, M. J. Rice and F. Steinrisser

ABSTRACT

The electronic proper self energy due to electron—plasmon inter

actions in degenerate semiconductors has been evaluated using the Random 

Phase Approximation. This self energy together with elementary models of 

the barrier penetration factor is used to calculate the tunneling char

acteristics of rectifying metal contacts on the degenerate semiconductors.
2 2The calculations predict broad, doping-dependent resonances in d I/dV at 

| eV | approximately equal to the plasmon energy, , in the semiconductor.

In contrast to the analogous calculations for electron-phonon interactions, 

the major features of the predicted lineshapes are due to quasiparticle 

renormalization [i.e., k dependence of the self energy] rather than quasi

particle dispersion 0..e., e dependence of the self energy]. Comparison

of the model calculations with experimental data taken using indium
18 —3contacts on selenium and tellurium doped GaAs, 2.1 x 10 cm n ^.6.2

x 1018cm~3, show satisfactory agreement between the predicted and observed
2 2lineshapes. The resonance structure in the experimental d I/dV char

acteristics is identified independently with the plasmon energy in the 

GaAs electrode by correlation with the plasma minimum observed in the 

infrared reflectivity of the samples used in the tunneling measurements.



TUNNELING MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON-PLASMON INTERACTIONS 

IN DEGENERATE SEMICONDUCTORS*

I « INTRODUCTION
In the past year, a comprehensive version of the transfer-

1-3Hamiltonian model of electron tunneling has been developed which 

proves a quantitative basis for the extraction from tunneling experiments 

of information about the spectral density associated with collective 

excitations in the various components of a tunnel junction, and about 

their interaction with the tunneling electron» Within the framework of 

this model, two distinct mechanisms exist by which collective excitations 

can influence the tunneling characteristics« The simplest of these is the 

occurrence of an inelastic tunneling process in which the electron excites 

a collective mode "during" the tunneling process» Such processes occur in 

p-n tunnel diodes4 ’ , Josephson junctions , metal-insulator-metal junc-
9-11 The second mechanism

12

7 8tions ’ , and metal-semiconductor contacts
consists of electron-collective mode interactions in the electrodes 

analogous to the case of electron interactions in the electrode leading to 
, . 13superconductivity
The most extensively examined case of electron-collective-mode

1-5,7-12,14,15
interactions is that of electron-phonon interactions • ine

*This work was supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration under Grant NsG 228-62, by the Joint Services Electronics 
Program, Army Contract DAAB-07-67-C-0199, and by the U«S. Army Research 
Office (Durham) under Contract DA-31-124-ARO(D)-114»
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only other reported example is that of the interaction of electron pairs

and electrons with cavity modes in tunnel junctions with superconducting 
2 6electrodes 5 . In particular, the effects of electron-magnon interactions

have been predicted but not observed. In this paper we report the results

of a study of a fourth example: the interaction between the tunneling

electron and the plasma oscillations [plasmons] characteristic of the

degenerate electron fluid in a heavily doped semiconductor. In particular,

we calculate the tunneling characteristics for a model metal-semiconductor

[or metal-oxide-semiconductor] junction and compare them with data taken

using indium contacts on air-cleaved GaAs. Although the experiments are

not completely definitive, our analysis leads us to interpret them as the

first tunneling observation of electron-plasmon interactions. This

interpretation is substantiated not only by the lineshape calculations, but

also by the correlation of the plasma minimum in the infrared reflectivity
2 2curve with the observed resonant structure d 1/dV observed at 4.2 and 

77°K in units made on tellurium and selenium doped GaAs in the range 

2.1xl018cm'3 < n < 6.2xl018cm"3.
Tunneling studies of the electron-plasmon interaction are of 

particular interest for several reasons. First, no confusion arises 

between the inelastic excitation of "barrier" modes and the mechanism of 

electron interactions in the electrodes. The plasmons are collective 

excitations characteristic only of the "electrode" portion of the semi

conductor. Second, in contrast to the case of the polar interaction of 

electrons with LO phonons , in the random-phase-approximation (RPA) the
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electron-plasmon
-2q unaffected by

interaction vertex for momentum transfer q has the form 

screen considerations1^. It is of interest to note that

1/3
/ a B (1.1a)

aB = e°(^j (5.29X10-'9> cm (1.1b)

assumes the values r ~-0.4 for n-type GaAs in the doping ranges
2xl018cm~3< n < 6Xl018cm’3 if the values14,18 eo=13, m*=0.078 m are used. 
Therefore we expect the RPA to be an acceptable approximation for these 

materials. The resulting strong q dependence of the electron-plasmon 

interaction vertex causes the momentum dependence of the electronic proper 

self energy to make significant contributions to the lineshapes of the 

tunneling characteristics. Third, for the electron fluid in GaAs,
2 2 2 ^3r/*Ku>~1.5 where Q = *  \nj2m*, [k_=(3TT n) ] is the Fermi energy and P - r ro 1/20) = (4rrne /e m*) is the q=0 plasma frequency characterizing the electron

p o ~

fluid. Therefore, the dispersion of the plasmon energy with <3 is sub
stantial19 and plays a significant role in determining the electronic
self energy and hence the tunneling lineshapes. Finally, the maximum

. , , . .. 19,20wave vector, qQ , for which a plasmon is defined satisfies

‘ ♦ ■ i ,
Xn V 2 k F

q o
__  ___ „  __

= 1 + (1.2)
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In the relevant doping range in GaAs, = (0.4)kp. This small value of 

q , the large plasmon dispersion, and small electron lifetimes [due to 

optical phonon emission when (Ĵ Q<UDp] conspire to give a weak structure in 

the predicted tunneling characteristics. An interesting feature of the 

lineshape calculation is the sensitivity of the results to the above four, 

relatively minute, aspects of the dynamic electron-plasmon interaction.

This fact re-emphasizes the potential utility of tunneling spectroscopy as 

a probe of details in the many-body description of carriers in semicon

ductors which are inaccessible via conventional measurements of the bulk 

properties of the semiconductor.

The body of the paper is organized so that we present in sec. 2 

a definition of the model electron-plasmon interaction and in sec. 3 the 

calculation of the model electronic self energy. In sec. 4 a calculation 

of zero-temperature lineshapes is given using some simple models of the 

one-electron barrier-penetration factor. The experimental results are 

presented in sec. 5 and compared with the model calculations. The paper 

concludes with a summary of the results, and a resume of our main conclusions

II. DEFINITION OF THE MODEL

The electronic self energy is calculated using the second-order
_ . , . 13,17,20-23perturbation~theory expression

2„ n . x e kT2 (k,ie ) --T“
~ P 2it ^n " q"e(q,U) )~  Ll

Hi I d3q ~ r ~  : #  (t+a>ieP+itun) (2.1a)
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0) = 2iTn/KTn (2.1b)

e = 2tt(p+1) /kT P (2.1c)

in which n and p are integers; J£f (k, ig^) denotes the one-electron propagator, 
2 -1and [q g(q,U)n)] is the dynamically-screened electron-electron interaction. 

The notation follows that developed in ref. 23. In our calculation three 

major approximations are utilized in evaluating the sum and integral in 

Eq. (2.1a). First, the one electron propagator is taken to be the free- 

electron propagator

# o (k,ie) = [ i e - y -1 (2.2a)

2, 2
Sc = h k2mw- - C (2.2b)

C = h2k^/2m* F (2.2c)

in the integrand. [However, we shall phenomenologically modify our final

results to incorporate the effect of electron damping in the intermediate

state due to electron-phonon and electron-impurity scattering.] Second,
13 17 20-23we use the random phase approximation ’ 5 (RPA) for the dielectric

screening function, and replace the (presumably) random distribution of
24 25positively charged donor ions by a uniform positive background 5 . The

motivation for this approximation is our consideration only of electrons
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injected into the (reverse-biased) semiconductor electrode at energies

E = £+h(ju . For such high-energy electrons, the impurity potentials act
24primarily as (screened) scattering centers . Therefore, their major in

fluence on the electronic self energy is to cause a finite lifetime which, 

as noted earlier, we shall incorporate together with the electron-phonon 

lifetime via a single phenomenological damping parameter, T. Our third 

approximation consists of writing

X
e(cbi-uQn) 1 + — :— r - 1-g(q,rur) (2,3)

26

17 20 26and retaining only the plasmon-pole contribution ’ ’ to the bracketed

quantity when performing the integral over q in Eq. (2.1a). The motivation
'Xj

for this approximation is provided by the results of numerical calculations

of E(k,e) using the complete RPA form for e(q>i(JOn) in the zero temperature

(T-O) limit. These calculations show that the major contribution to

ImZ(k,s) [and by inference all of the rapidly varying contributions to

ReS(k,e)] for k>k and e=(E-Q —  iioo result from the plasmon-pole contribu- 
~  t p

tion to Eq. (2.1a). The effects of the smaller, slowly varying contributions

of the incoherent electron-hole excitations to S(k,e) [i.e. those resulting

from the two cuts^ ’̂  in e ^(k,i(D )] may be considered to be included in~  n
the phenomenological damping parameter.

The final consequences of the three approximations described above 

may be summarized conveniently by using a model electron-plasmon self energy 

defined by"^
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E n(k,ie^) = P £ ~  P

- e huDpHT ^
— ;--- r E “ 4 f̂0 C^+q > iu>+i« )/9„\2 q2 ~  ~  n pCoA^ tt; n <-

F(q) ia)n~hjo(q) i(un+h(jo(q) (2.4)

in which au(q) is the plasmon dispersion relation which we write in the form

huo(q) = hajp + Oiq (2.5)

and F(q) is a function which is unity for small values of q and drops to
19 20nearly zero at a cut-off value, q=qQ , defined ’ by Eq. (1.2). The value 

of Oi usually is evaluated by a small q expansion of the location of the zero

of e(q}oo(q)) . We often shall use the value of O' obtained by requiring that
, v . . 19,20oo(q) is given by its exact value

<u(q)
qVF

St, n
uo(q)+qvF
ui(q)-qvF

2

vF = hkF/m

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

at q=qQ . This model approximation is convenient due to the large plasmon 

dispersion when r^ is small. We also use the model form

F(q) = 0(qo-q) (2.7)
because this form is analytically convenient and involves essentially no 

error for long wavelength plasmons. Although we have neglected it, plasmon 

damping can be taken into consideration fairly simply^.
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We conclude this section by summarizing the distinctions between

the model defined by Eqs. (2.4)-(2.7) and closely related calculations in

the literature. It differs from the model of (unscreened) electron-LO-
16Phonon interactions analyzed by Mahan and Duke (MD) because of (1) the

finite cut-off wave-number for the plasmons, (2) the occurrence of

plasmon dispersion, and (3) the use of a phenomenological one-electron

damping constant T due to electron-impurity and electron-phonon scattering. 
26Hedin et al extended the MD calculations to describe electron-plasmon

interactions in metals by using a model electronic self energy similar to
26Eq. (2.4). Lundqvist provided both an extensive numerical study of the

consequences of their model, and a demonstration of that for 2<r <5 the :— s—
model provides an adequate approximation to the complete RPA self energy

for | e | >hu)p . Our analysis differs from theirs via (1) the use of tem~

perature rather:.than time-ordered Green's functions, (2) the investigation

of a different range of density parameters, (3) the introduction of the

phenonenological damping constant, and (4) the use of a finite plasmon

cut-off wave number, q .o

III. EVALUATION OF THE ELECTRONIC PROPER SELF ENERGY
2 23Performing in the usual manner 5 the sum over

gives our basic expressions for the retarded (ig -»g+iS)P
energy"

Uün- in Eq. (2.4) 

electronic self

ZpX(k,e) = Z+ (k,e) + E_(k,e) (3.1a)
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00
Z+ (k,«) = g2(k) J* d^, 

■ £

z
rq° dx

[N(hu)(x))+n(^k ,)]
(3.1b)i 2 x

(k-k'T
«“ ?k t+huOp+^x

00
S_(k,€) = g2(k) J d

q 2
p° dx
J ,x
(k-k')‘

[N(ho)(x))+n(|k ,)
(3.1c)

N(y) = [exp (y/hT)-1] 1 (3.Id)

n(y) = [exp (y/nT)+l] 1 (3.1e)

(3.If)

E = e k_/4rreg F c (3.lg)
f 2 2 7The upper limit of the x integration is defined as min)qo , (k+k1) r.
^ 2However, in the cases of interest to us k>q so we have always used q aso o

the upper limit. For convenience, we also will use the T-O limit of Eqs. 

(3.1) in which

N(y) - 0 (3.2a)

n(y) -* 0 (-y) (3.2b)
The imaginary part of £ may be calculated exactly from Eqs. (3,1)px

and the evaluation of the real part of S may be reduced to the (numerical)px
evaluation of a single quadrature. Some care must be taken in determining

the integration regions which are shown in Fig. 1 for 2_(k,e) and in Fig. 2

for 2,(k,e) in the T-O limit. The imaginary part of the self energy is the
2line integral of (ng /x) along the trajectory specified by
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x = y 1[k2(e) -k'2]

k (e) = 2m* e+C-hool l 1/2
P
-U

y = 2m*a/h^

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

for and the trajectory specified by

-ln ,2 .2. . ,x+ = y [k* -k+ (e)] (3.4a)

(3.4b)

for £ . Two general properties of the electronic self energy are evident 

without detailed calculation. First, the weak-dispersion limit defined 

by y-K) makes both trajectories vertical lines in the x-k*planes of Figs. 1 

and 2 at k f-k+ (e) (independent of x). Second, the imaginary part of the 

self energy has a logarithmic singularity [and the real part a step 

discontinuity] when the x+ (k*,e) trajectories pass through the pole of 

the integrand at x=0. Therefore these singularities occur at

k = k+ (e) ; £+ (k,e) (3.5a)

k = k_(e) ; £_(k,e) (3.5b)

for any value of y. Note that this feature of the electronic self energy
2is a direct consequence of the 1/q behavior of the electron-plasmon inter

action vertex.

The real part of the self energy at T=0 is obtained by numerical 

performance of the quadratures
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, V<k>
Re£, (k,g) = g (k) f it, I,(k,k\g)

\ + <k>
(3.6a)

v (k)
ReE (k,e) = g (k) f d? , I (k,k',«)

^ - 0 0
(3.6b)

I (k,k',g) = — ;— — —  in± e-?,,t±niD
e_?k i±ho)(k-k')

(k-k1)2 e-?k ,±huKqo) (3.6c)

The limits E^+ (k) are determined from Figs. 1 and 2. They depend only on
16the value of k. Mahan and Duke evaluated the integrals in Eqs. (3.6) 

analytically in the zero-dispersion limit that y-»0 so that

I+(k,k’,g) ln
(k-k')

(3.7)

However, no cut-off was used in ref. 16 so that q in Eq. (3.7) was re- 
2placed by (k+k1) . A simple approximation, which is qualitatively correct 

provided k is not near k , is obtained by taking only the singular terms
r

in the real self energy in the y »0 limit, i.e.

ReS • (k,e) = g (k) insing (k-kp)
e (kF+qo-k)

c-Ha) ____I
e+hjuX  e(k-kF+qo) in (3.8)
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The use of Eq„ (3.8) is a convenient approximation for evaluating 

tunneling lineshapes because it saves the computer time required to perform 

the integrals in Eqs. (3.6). It gives a qualitatively correct lineshape 

for e~-fruo and F ~bjo but concentrates too much spectral weight in the region
p JL  P

of e=hjo for a given value of k. A comparison of the y=0 singular and 
P ~

exact real self energies is shown in Fig. 3. Also shown is the exact real 

self energy including the effects of plasmon dispersion for undamped plas- 

mons described by the RPA. The large increase in Re2(k>e) at k=k_(e),

[associated with the divergence in ImZ(k,g) described by Eq. (3.5b)] is 

clearly evident in the numerically evaluated self energies.
In all of our numerical calculations we have incorporated the effect 

of electron-phonon and electron-impurity scattering by use of a pheno

menological damping constant T which is roughly equal to the energy width 

of a one-electron state due to these scattering mechanisms. From studies 

of electron-phonon interactions in silicon s which produce effects at 

eV=^io^Q of roughly comparable magnitude to those observed in GaAs, we 

anticipate that ImeV < T < lOmeV. [In units of the plasma frequencies 

of interest in the experimental data to be shown later we expect

0 02 < (r/hu) ) < 0.2.] Much of this energy width may be due to phonon 
~  P ~

emission by the injected electron because h u ^  < Ílü3p » These results have 

the interesting consequence that in GaAs usually ” 0.02 hu)p < T.

Therefore the additional damping which onsets when e > hu)p does not 

exert any substantial effect on the lineshapes of the tunneling character

istics o
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The most rigorous approach to the evaluation of the effects on 

plasmon emission of phonon creation, incoherent electron-hole pair creation, 

and impurity scattering is to use an electron propagator ^  in Eq„ (2.4) 

which contains a self-energy contribution due to these interaction mechanisms 

However, in any such analysis approximations must be employed. Therefore, 

after studying the exact expressions for E(k,e) resulting from such an 

analysis we decided to adopt the purely phenomenological approach of re

placing Eq. (3,6c) by

I+ (k,k\e;r) =
(e-5k.±hu> ) 2+r2

(3.9)

X Jin
(k-k')

+ 2 4n
[e-?k i±htu(k-k' )]2 + r2 
Ce-Ik ,±ha)(q)]2 + r2

16As Mahan and Duke discussed for the case of unscreened polar coupling to

LO phonons, the in[qQ /(k-k3) ] factor in (3.9) leads to divergences in

dE(k,e)/d?k as s-*0. For electron-plasmon coupling these divergences are 
26cancelled by those in the exchange self energy associated with the factor 

of 1 outside the brackets in Eq. (2.3). The fact that our model of the 

self energy is inaccurate for small values of

because we are interested in describing tunneling lineshapes for which 

e

<<h(jD is of no importance P

. For convenience in numerical integrations we set

q -*[q  ̂+2m*r /fi"] and (k-k3 )^-»[(k-k3 )^ +2m*F /h^] in those calculations o o o o
in which we evaluate derivatives of the self energy. This substitution
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eliminates the spurious divergence at e^O but does not materially affect

the lineshape for 6̂ 1̂100 provided , Unless otherwise specified,
2

r =(0o01) her «To Finally, we note that if aq « T  the use of the phenom- o p °
enological formula (3.9) for the self energy introduces some spurious

reduction of BE/dl near e=huo . Therefore Eq0 (3.9) is an adequate k p
phenomenological form only in the limits of weak damping (T^O) and/or

^ 2small dispersion l > aqQ .

IV. CALCULATION OF THE TUNNELING CHARACTERISTICS

If we adopt a model of the tunneling process in which the component 

k , of the electronic momentum parallel to the plane of the junction is 

conserved during the tunneling transition across the metal-semiconductor 

interface, then for tunneling from a free-electron metal into a degenerate
u 2semiconductor the current density is given by

j (V,T) = ““  J [n(e)-n(e+eV)de f ImG(^,e)d^ 
1711 -00 ~  ~

d k n
f — ^  D(5 , k (/; e ; e v ) .  (4 .1 )
J (2tt) 2 b ~ U

In model descriptions^ * 5 of one-electron tunneling into GaAs, the

facts that the barrier height (Vb) of the Schottky barrier is larger than 

one-half the energy gap (Vb>E^/2) and that lead to the necessity of

explicitly incorporating the bias (V) dependence of the barrier-penetration
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factor (D) into the calculation of the one-electron tunneling characteristics» 

However, we are interested in calculations of the tunneling characteristics 

only in a relatively narror energy range about e ^ - * - . Therefore we shall 

adopt simple models of the barrier penetration factor which describe the 

one-electron lineshape only in the region eV = , but which permit us to

perform the k || and e integrations in an elementary fashion.

Two (equivalent) models for the barrier penetration factor adequately 

describe the "background" characteristics of data for eV ~  taken using

metal contacts on n-type GaAs. They are defined by:

h2k11
2m

D
Do
2Eo (*ktc>

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

Both models lead to

J
d2k

(2tt) ‘ D W  = 4 (C+?k ) ‘ (4.3a)

m*/2nh2 (4.3b)

in which D is the barrier penetration factor of an electron at the fermi o
energy for V=C1, and is a quantity with units of energy, Eo^lla)̂ /20 Using 

this model for D, the conductance at zero temperature is given by
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G(V) S d j/d v  = ^  r (C+5k) 2 ImG( |  -ev)d ?k „ (4 .4 )
o “C ~  ~

By virtue of our model for G(£ ,e) developed in Sec0 3 we obtaintc

[ImZCI. ,-eV)-lT]
Im G(1 ,-eV)-------------- ------ -- ---------------- r-r • (4.5)

[-eV-5 -ReS(? ,-eV)]^+[r+ ImE(^,-eV) ]Z

The use of Eq0 (4.5) in Eq„ (403) can be greatly simplified by noting 
several general features of the parameter values of interest in our analysis 

of tunneling into GaAs. First, usually T > ImlXf ,-eV) so that the onset^  K.
of plasmon emission for eV<-hau has little direct effect on ImG. Second,P
r«(C+ho)p) so that ImG is rapidly varying relative to the remainder of the 

integrand in Eq. (4.4). These two observations suggest the use of the 

quasi-particle approximation

ImG(^k ,e) = rrZ(e)6[§k-? o ( e ) ] (4„6a)

e - | o (e)-R eE (5o ( e ) , e )  = 0 (4.6b)

Z (s) = [l+ a R eS (lk ,e ) /3 ? k ] - ( e ) (4,6c)

in the evaluation of the integral in Eq. (4.4). This approximation leads 

to the simple result

G(V) = GoZ(-eV)[£+?o(-eV)]2/(hio )2 (4.7a)
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Go
2e p D (hu> )2/2hE o p  o

(4.7b)

The accuracy of the quasiparticle approximation was checked by numerical 

integration of Eq. (4.4) and found to be within a few percent of the 

exact value for T > 0,1 fou)p°
A major result of studies2’12’14,16 of electron-phonon self- 

energy effects on the tunneling characteristics has been the observation 

that the factor Z(-eV) in Eq. (4.7) plays a relatively minor role in 

determining the model lineshapes because the dependence of S(5k ,e) on 
F is weak. Precisely the converse is the case for our model of electron- 

plasmon interactions. This prediction is illustrated by Fig. 4 in which 

the consequences of the quasiparticle approximation in the weak-damping, 

zero-dispersion limit are presented. The change in sign of the effect 

on the conductance due to quasiparticle renormalization [i.e. Z(-eV)] and 

that due to quasiparticle dispersion [i.e. ^(-eV) i -eV] has been noted 

previously2,1^. For polar electron interactions with LO phonons, screening 

of the interaction vertex has been claimed1^ to eliminate the dominance 
of the bias dependence of Z(-eV) over that of [¡^(*V)-eV] . In the plasmon 

case s however, this vertex is known17 to have a q~2 dependence in the RPA. 
The substantial change in the characteristics of the reverse-bias line- 

shapes at eV = -hu) due to the q-dependence of the vertex is evident from

Fig. 4.
For the parameters characterizing degenerate, n-type GaAs two 

additional aspects of the analyses exert a substantial effect on the
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lineshapeso First, the large electron-phonon damping which is expected

occur because huô Q < hcjDp in the relatively heavily-doped tunneling units

completely eliminates the cusp-like minimum in G(V), This effect is

illustrated in Fig, 5 in which dG/dV is shown for the singular-self energy,
. „ , - 2,12,14,16zero-dispersion case the use of which has characterized the analyses

of electron-phonon coupling. In this figure the value of Im£[5o(-eV),-eV]

also is shown to illustrate that it is substantially smaller than T for

those values of T which are expected to describe damping due to the electron-

optical-phonon interactions. The second aspect of the analysis which affects

the lineshape is the large amount of plasmon dispersion. We see from Fig, 3

that this dispersion removes the cusp in ReS(|^,e) at e=hu)p . This removal

smears out the structure in both G(V) and dG/dV near eV=llu)p. In particular,

smaller values of T give smoother lineshapes with the minimum in Z(-eV)
2occurring for -eV of the order of hjOp+aqQ , The effects of using the com

plete self energy, given by Eqs, (3,6) and (3,9) are illustrated in Fig, 6 
for the weak damping limit.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

A, Experimental Details
29GaAs samples were cut from single crystal material , The sample 

size was 10 x 2,5 x 0,6 mm. The crystal was oriented such that a (110) 

cleavage surface was produced by breaking the bar in the middle. Ohmic 

contacts were made by soldering a nickel wire with an indium/lead solder 

containing 2°L tellurium in a tmosphere to the GaAs, Conductance curves
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run at 4„2°K with samples which had two such contacts- indicated that such

samples were ohmic and had a very low resistance.

Tunneling contacts were made by cleaving the samples in a

vacuum of 1 x 10  ̂ torr or in air and by evaporating indium dots of 2.5 
-*4 2x 10 cm area through a stainless steel mask. The evaporation of 

99.9997o pure indium from alumina coated tungsten wire baskets was begun 

about one minute before cleavage to stabilize the evaporation rate at 

50 A/sec. Cleavage was performed by a swinging hammer. The mask was 

brought close to the (110) cleavage surface, and a shutter between 
evaporation source and sample was opened until 5000 & of indium were de

posited. A quartz crystal deposition thickness monitor was used to measure 

rates and total film thickness. Electrical contacts to the indium dots 

were made by pressing a freshly cut indium tip into a dot located on a 

good cleavage plane.

The occurrence of tunneling was inferred from the observation of

the BCS energy gap in indium below 3„4°KI. . The gap was seen in all junctions.

Barrier heights between metal and semiconductor were determined

by measuring capacitance C vs bias V at 77°K. A Boonton 33A rf admittance

bridge was used. The modulation frequency was 1 MHz, the signal amplitude
25 mV. Plots of 1/C vs V gave straight lines whose intersection with the

V-axis gave the value + 3/5 £. The values of for vacuum cleaved

samples was 1.05 + 0.05 eV, for air cleaved ones 0.80 + 0.05 eV. Air

cleavage gave larger junction conductance due to the lower barrier and was
2 2used for all but the highest doping levels. The detailed shape of d 1/dV
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curves, however, was the same for air and vacuum cleaved junctions.

Conductance ^ dl/dV^ and d^l/dV^ tunneling characteristics were
30measured with commonly used techniques . The setup is basically the same 

as the one described in Figure 6 of Reference 30. A small (< 2mV) ac bias 

voltage V of frequency f = 1000 cps is superimposed on the dc bias. This 

bias is applied to the tunneling sample through a sampling resistor R which 

is equivalent to R^ in Figure 6 of Reference 30. The ac voltage developed 

across R is proportional to the ac current. It is picked up by a transformer 

T through large capacitors. This avoids passing dc current through the 

transformer. The signal picked up by the transformer T is detected by a 

lock-in amplifier.
2 2The values of dl/dV and d 1/dV are related to the ac current 

flowing through the sampling resistor R at the frequencies f and 2f, 

respectively, by formulas (3) and (4) of Reference 30;

I(f) " § <! + i  1 R>-1 Vac (5.1)

3d I 3+ const. — “ . V
dv3 ac

I(2f) = 2-3/2. ^ ( 1 + § . R)-3 . V ac2
dv

(5.2)

d I TT 4 + const. — v • V
dv4 ac

For (dl/dV) °R«1 and for negligible higher order terms, the output of the 

lock-in amplifier at the frequencies f and 2f is proportional to dl/dV and
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2 2d 1/dV , respectively.
2 2Curves of I(2f) (solid lines) and d 1/dV [solid lines for curves

(4) and (5), dotted lines for curves (1), (2), and (3)] taken at 4.2°K are

displayed in Figure 7. Positive bias values correspond to GaAs positive
2 2(reverse bias). The dotted lines in Figure 7 (corrected d 1/dV curves)

were obtained by multiplying point by point the values of I(2f) by
[1 + (dl/dV)°R] according to Eq. (5.2). The corrected values were

normalized at a reverse bias of 50 mV. For curves (4) and (5), the c.'
2 2 4corrections are very small. The term (d 1/dV »V is negligible for all

cl C

curves.

The doping levels in the samples whose characteristics are displayed
in o 1 Q O T O O

in Figure 6 were 6.2 x 10 /cm (1) 3 4.2 x 10 /cm (2), 4.1: x 10 /cm (3),

3.5 x 1018/cm3 (4), and 2.1 x 1018/cm3 (5). The dopant was Te except for

sample (3) where it was Se. Doping levels were obtained from a list of
31the position of the infrared (IR) reflectivity minimum vs. doping

Reflectivity measurements were performed at room temperature on the samples

used for tunneling measurements. A Perkin Elmer 521 grating IR spectrometer

with a reflectance attachment was used. Arrows in Figure 7 denote the

energy of the IR reflectivity minimum. The error in determining this energy

is less than 2%. The reflectivity vs. wave length curves are very similar
32to those found in the literature . The identification of a broad, doping-

33 2 2dependent inflection point in d 1/dV with the plasma minimum in the 

reflectivity is evident from the figure. This identification together with 

the similarity of the observed line shape with the results of calculations
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for reasonable values of the phonon and impurity induced level width,

T [see, e . g , Figs, 5,6] provide strong evidence that the data shown in 

Fig, 7 may be interpreted in terms of plasmon-induced electronic self 

energy effects in the GaAs electrode,

B. Interpretation of the Data;
2 2The sharp, doping-independent, resonances in d 1/dV at

eV * + (34-38) meV are attributed to the interaction of the electrons
14 34with optical phonons * . An analysis of this structure is complicated

greatly both by the £  dependence of the screened polar-LO phonon vertex

and by the reduction of the difference between the LO and TO phonon
16 35energies near k * 0 in highly degenerate semiconductors ’ for which

16

(JOp ~  Thus we have not considered further the detailed interpretation
of the phonon-induced resonances.

In sec, 4 we have discussed in some detail the plasmon-induced

structure in reverse bias near eV = -ha . The corresponding structureP
in forward bias is too indistinct to attempt to analyze. In addition, 

our model of the barrier-penetration factor [sec. 4] is inadequate in 

this region of the bias and the impurities may exert a com

plex effect on the electronic energy spectrum. The major characteristics 

of the reverse-bias lineshape are (1) a distinct reduction in slope for 
values of the bias well below the plasma-reflectivity minimum (and hence 

haO; (2) the broad character of the resonance structure, and (3) the 
generally weak nature of the resonance. From sec. 4, Figs. 4 and 5, we 

see that characteristic (1) is a consequence of the quasiparticle
O
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renormalization factor, Z(-eV), due primarily to the q dependence of

the electron-plasmon vertex,, Characteristics (2) and (3) are primarily

consequences of the substantial electron-phonon and electron-impurity

damping, However, they also are consequences of the generally weak
2

nature of the electron-plasmon coupling [i.e. E = e k„/4rre ~0.07 hu) ]g F oo p
and the strong plasmon dispersion,

In contrast to the case of electron-phonon interaction in 
12 36homopolar semiconductors ’ a quantitative theoretical analysis of

the experimental electron-plasmon interaction resonance in the reverse-

bias tunneling characteristics seems unwarranted at the present time.

First, in the more highly doped samples corrections to the experimental

X(2f) curves are large in the region of this resonance. However, in
37-41the lower-doped samples, the plasmon-phonon interaction is still

significant but has not been incorporated into our model. We also have 

used a rough, completely phenomenological, treatment of electron damping 

due to phonon emission and impurity scattering. It is probably inadequate 

for a quantitative description of these processes in the strong-damping 

limit needed to describe the "hot" electrons injected near the plasmon 

energy. Finally, in our model we have neglected the damping of the 

plasmons themselves due to both electron-hole pair(s) excitation and 

impurity scattering. This neglect is partially responsible for the 

larger effect of plasmon dispersion predicted theoretically [in the low- 

damping limit, see Fig, 6] than that observed in the experimental line- 

shapes [Fig. 7]. These three "technical** deficiencies in our model of
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the reverse-bias lineshapes, plus the improved treatment of both the

barrier-penetration factor and the electron-impurity interactions required

to describe the forward bias lineshape, indicate that a qualitative

description of the major features of the experimental lineshapes is all

that could be expected using our model. However, a comparison of Fig. 7

with Figs, 5 and 6 demonstrates that such a qualitative description is
an immediate consequence of our analysis.

It should be emphasized that the model calculation involves

only a single adjustable parameter (T) whose values are constrained

to be in general agreement [1 meV < T < 5meV] with magnitude of the

broadening parameter [t = 10 sec] used in analyses of the

Raman3 9 and infrared^1 spectroscopy of light scattering from the
coupled plasmon-LO-phonon system. In the calculation we consistently

used the value 13 for the dielectric constant because we did not include

electron-phonon interactions in the model to reduce e to its dynamic 
39value of e =11,3 when u)»U)Trt, This change would cause essentiallyoo LO

no modification of the predicted lineshapes if T were increased com-
- . u -1mensurately with e

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In secs, 2-3 a model description of the plasmon-pole contribu

tion to the screened coulomb exchange electronic self energy in a degen

erate semiconductor is developed. In sec, 4 this model is used to 

evaluate the tunneling lineshapes for a rectifying metal-semiconductor
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contact described by a simple barrier penetration factor whose functional 

form was chosen to simulate the general characteristics exhibited by ex

perimental data, In sec, 5 experimental measurements for n-type GaAs

are presented whose qualitative features near eV = -hco are described
P

adequately by the model calculation. The adequacy of this model descrip

tion and the independent correlation of the hypothesized plasmon induced 

resonance” structure in the tunneling measurements of d2l/dV2 with the 
plasma minimum observed in the infrared reflectivity lead us to identify 

this resonance structure with plasmon-induced modifications of the 

electronic self energy in the GaAs electrode portion of the metal-

semiconductor contact. This data and its proposed interpretation
2constitute the first reported observation of bulk plasmon-induced fea

tures of the tunneling characteristics in any type of tunnel junction.

The observation of the "Josephson” plasma resonance, which is a junction 

effect due to an oscillatory charging of the two metal electrodes, has
12

been reported for thin metal-insulator-metal tunnel junctions.

A list of the deficiencies of the model developed in secs. 2 and 

4 has been already given in sec. 5B. Their combined effects render the 

model description of the experimental data of a qualitative rather than 

a quantitative nature. However, our calculations constitute the first 

investigation of the influence on tunneling lineshapes due to electronic 

self-energy changes2 both of the deviation of the energy spectrum of the 
intermediate boson from a straight line [i,e. our zero-dispersion limit] 

and of a strong momentum dependence of the electron-boson interaction
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vertex. Therefore, these calculations describe the predictions of 

models which differ in these qualitative features from previous model 

descriptions of tunneling experiments, and hence should prove useful 

beyond their immediate application to the description of the experi

ments made using metal contacts on GaAs. The extension of the analysis 

of electron-plasmon interactions given above, and of electron-LO-phonon 

interactions given in ref. 35, to provide a quantitative rather than 

qualitative description of tunneling measurements on degenerate, polar

semiconductors requires a thorough analyses in the RPA of the inter-
13 42acting electron-LO-phonon system ’ , and a more careful consideration

24of the influence of impurities on the degenerate electron fluid

In the experimental work presented in sec. 5 n-type GaAs

was used as the semiconductor electrode. It is of interest to know in

which other semiconductor electrodes either of the following conditions

would be satisfied: (a) hcjô >C and (b) huy^UU^. In case (a) it

clearly will not be possible for an electron at the fermi surface in

the semiconductor electrode to fill, by emitting a plasmon, a vacant

hole left by a tunneling electron. Thus for huu >G we expect to observeP
no resonant structure in the tunneling lineshape due to electron- 

plasmon interaction at forward bias. In case (b) the phenomenological 

damping parameter T will be small for bias voltage magnitudes smaller 

than (hui^/e). Therefore, if the impurity scattering is not prohibit

ively large we expect marked structure in the tunneling characteristics 

in accordance with the theoretical predictions of sec. 4. In order to
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realize condition (a) we need a large effective mass and a small di<“

electric constant (huo /£ ~  m*/me) together with a carrier density nP
within the practical doping range for a tunnel junction. Some pos-

19 -3sible systems are p- GaAs, n- PdTe and p- GaP with n < 1.0x10 cm ,
18 - 3and p~ InSb with n < 1x10 cm . Condition (b) will be satisfied 

for the same semiconductors if the latter mentioned values of n are 

reduced by a factor of two or more.

Summarizing, the model calculation of secs. 2-4 adequately 

describe qualitative features of the experimental data on n-type 

GaAs reported in sec. 5. The model also predicts qualitative changes 

in the line shape when hü) >£ and hou^. These changes might be ob

served, for example, using rectifying contacts on the semiconductors 

mentioned above.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

- The shaded region indicates the integration region of the k'-x 

plane relevant for the evaluation of 2_(k,e), given by Eq.(3.1c) 

in the text, when T=0. Figure 1(a) illustrates the case of 

k>(k +q ) and Figure 1(b) illustrates the case of k<(k +q ).

- The shaded region indicates the integration region of the k'-x

plane relevant for the evaluation of 2+ (k,e), given by Eq. (3.1b)

in the text, when T=0. Figure 2(a) illustrates the case of

(k -q )<k<(k +q ) and Figure 2(b) illustrates the case of F o F o
a <k<(k -q ). The case that k<q : is more complicated because 4o F Ho o

is no longer the upper limit of the x integral, but rather no
2 2min[q ,(k-k*) ] is this upper limit, o

- Plots of the real self energy for § =hü) as a function of e,x p
using a small damping parameter F=0.01 hu^, an£* values of the 

material constants appropriate for a n-type doping of 2.1 X 

1018cm"3 in GaAs. The solid line denotes the self energy 

calculated numerically from Eqs.(3.6) and (3.9). The dashed 

line denotes the self energy obtained by setting 01=0 in 

Eq.(3.9). The dot-dashed line is the singular contribution to 

the self energy obtained by setting 6 [e +r ] 2 in Eq.(3.8).

The accuracy of the numerical integrations is +3%. The round

ing parameter To was taken to be 1^=0.001 hi) . [See discussion 

following Eq.(3.9).]
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

- Various forms of the tunnel conductance obtained from Eqs.(4.7)

in the text using parameters suitable for the GaAs with a doping 
18 - 3of n=2.1XlO cm . The zero-dispersion, singular self energy

given by Eq.(3.8) was used in the calculation. The solid line

shows the prediction of Eq.(4.7a) whereas the dashed line shows

this prediction if Z=1. The dot-dashed line gives the one-

electron conductance obtained if £ /,(k,e)=0.px ~

- The three continuous curves are associated with the left hand 

scale and represent d[G(V)/GQ]/d(eV) calculated from Eqs.(3.8), 

(3.9), and (4.7) in the text. The insert in the lower right hand 

corner is the imaginary part of the energy-shell self energy, 

ilm2[5 (-eV),-eV], evaluated for 1^0, <y=0 from Eqs.(3.1) in the

text.

- Plots of the:tunnel conductance in the weak-damping limit obtained

using the complete electronic self energy specified by Eqs. (3.6)

and (3.9) in the text using T =r/10. The solid line denotes theo
conductance obtained using Eqs.(3.6), (3.9) and (4.7) in the text

18 - 3with parameters appropriate for n=2.1 X 10 cm in GaAs. The 

dashed line shows the same calculation neglecting plasmon 

dispersion [i.e., setting <2=0 in Eq.(3.9)]. The dot-diashed li^e " 

shows the conductance.obtained when <2 is set equal.to one-fourth 

of the REA value. The dashed line and dot-dashed lines are 

shifted by two and four units respectively above the solid line 

for ease in visualization.
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Figure 7 2 2 o- Structure in d 1/dV of indium contacts on n-type GaAs at 4.2 K.

Solid lines represent the measured values of I(2f). Dotted lines

are obtained from I(2f) by application of a correction factor
2 2mentioned in the text. They represent d 1/dV values, as do the 

solid curves (4) and (5) for which the corrections are negligible.
1 O O l o o * *

The doping levels are 6.2 X 10 /cm (1), 4.2 X.10 /cm (2)., 4.1 X 

1018/cm3(3), 3.5 X 1018/cm3(4), and 2.1 X 1018/cm3(5). The 

dopant is Te except for sample (3) where it is Se. Arrows indicate 

the position of the infrared reflectivity minima measured on the 

tunneling samples at room temperature. The relation between the 

plasma frequency and the location of the reflectivity minimum is 

not defined precisely because no analysis of the reflectivity 

lineshapes was undertaken [see, e.g., Ref. 41].
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